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easy use scanxl has the ability to save all of your settings in the program. these settings can be loaded to the program later and used whenever you need it. by setting up a scan script, you can make it so that scanxl does all the work for you in one step. simply plug in the scan
tool, choose the language and the settings from the scan script, and all the work is done. scanxl will also show you when and where you scan, and all the test results, even if it is only for one parameter, can be collected. you can use the scan script to export the data you have

collected and later import it to the obd-ii manufacturer's parameters. scanxl also supports a lot of different languages, so if you speak any of those, you will find scanxl simple to use. fast and stable with so many functions, scanxl has a high processing speed. using the fast
processor along with the vast data selection capability of jvc, scanxl can display and analyze the collected data faster than ever before. just got the original scan xl professional 3.5 obd and the tool runs like a champ. just had to update the software which is very easy and fast.

now the driver board is really clean. keep up the good work guys. looking forward to the next update. :) great tool great hardware! i have purchased the scanxe tool pro 3.5 and all i can say is this device is awesome for the price ive spent. the best tool you can buy for about 500
in my opinion. the one thing i wish it had was unitrol monitors, a digital alt temp gauge and a kentucky fender ct gauge. but the thing is this device can scan odors, brakes, pressure, voltage, engine temp, shock flow, vcd, fuel and pcv monitors. i also have a 2006 dodge with the

crt tranny. and i also had a 86 chevrolet that i couldnt find out the year or model i couldnt give exact numbers but i can post pics if you like.. not sure why but you can if you like
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After the software is downloaded, go to the folder where the executable is located on the computer, the executable is in Microsoft Windows directory, usually C:\Program Files (x86)\ or C:\Program Files and right-click on the software executable (you double-click on Windows).
On the screen you see a small menu containing options for installing, extracting, adding a program, and viewing details. Choose the file's options in the menu. Friends I confirm that Ford, GM & Mazda enhanced add-on appears activated in the licence manager of my ScanXL Pro,

but I have tryied a pair of cars, a 2008 Ford F150 and 2007 Mazda 3, and for both software indicate that enhaced capabilities are not available. I can connect it but using generic OBDII and does not show me enhanced option, What could be the problem Friends I think that I
found the answer myself. Apparently OBD2 enhanced parameters or PIDs are available only with original ELM based interfaces and are not available in clone ones.:dontknow: That could be my problem, I have been testing a ELM327 V1.4 clone interface and I can't get that my
interface recognize additional car control units using enhanced parameters. Although this type of interfaces have become really cheap anyone knows if my clone one can be updated to allow it work with additional funcionatilities:hmmmm::hmmmm: Ideas and comments are

welcome. Also some info about if anyone test my idea will be great too. Virtual dashboard One of advantages of using PC for diagnosis is that you can use a large PCs screen as a display of a scan tool. ScanXL has highly configurable cool gauges. Pre-existingtemplateare loaded
and ready to be used.The gauges can be moved, resized, and placed in anywhere you want. It is your own virtual dashboard. The gauges can be set up to report the minimum, maximum, and average values of the parameter being monitored. There are not only gauges, but also

graphs, maps, and tables can be added to your virtual dashboard. ScanXL currently supports over 220 generic OBD-II parameters. 5ec8ef588b
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